Two GT-1C7 Stations Per Tenant

When using the standard GT Series wiring method, only one GT-1C7 station is allowed per tenant location. If two GT-1C7 stations are required in the same tenant location, an additional GT-VBC and power supply is needed. Wire as shown below to accommodate this application.

**Wiring**

Note:
The R1/R2 audio line can be loop wired between GT-1C7 stations rather than home run to the distribution point. The B1/B2 video line must be a home run connection from each GT-VBC.

---

**WIRE TYPE**

- 872002
  20AWG 2 Cond.
  Solid Non Shielded
  PE Insulated

- 871802
  18AWG 2 Cond.
  Solid Non Shielded
  PE Insulated

**POWER**

- PS24
  PS-2420UL

- PT
  Power Transformer
  (Use proper power for the Strike or Mag Lock being used).

---

*Distribution Point:
Not provided by Aiphone. This can be any device that parallels or commons the R1 / R2 connection. (Terminal strip, punch down block, wire nuts, etc.)

For more details about the features and information above, please contact Technical Support.
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